COVID-19 testing
If you think you have COVID-19 (Coronavirus 2019) and need a test, contact your
health care provider for an evaluation immediately. If you don't have a healthcare
provider call 211 for assistance. Click here to find a testing site.

Before getting tested make sure to ask three questions:

1

Is this a COVID-19 Molecular PCR test? There are several
different types of tests looking for evidence of COVID-19 in
the body (see below). The molecular PCR test is the most
sensitive and accurate of all the tests currently available.
An antigen test is more likely to give false negatives, but
neither test is likely to give false positives.

When will I get my results? Providers all have contracts
with different labs. These labs may have a testing delay if
they get a surge of test requests. Make sure you ask
your provider about turnaround before you take the test
and know what to do if you don't receive your results on
time. If one provider is unable to give you a results in a
few days it may be helpful to check with another
provider for a faster result time.

3

2

How much will this cost? Just like any other test, your
insurance may or may not cover the cost. Different
testing facilities will charge different rates. The health
district cannot price lock tests for COVID-19.

There are several tests available for COVID-19. These tests check for the disease by
testing the level of the virus in your system. Similar to a pregnancy test, it can take
several days for the virus to spread enough within your system to show up on a
test. Testing too early may give you a false negative. Molecular PCR tests are the
most sensitive and will give you the most accurate answer. Learn more here.
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